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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the steps to using the AWS CLI to launch a templatized
serverless application?
A. Use AWS CloudFormation package then CloudFormation deploy.
B. Use AWS CloudFormation validate-template then CloudFormation
create-change-set.
C. Use AWS CloudFormation get-template then CloudFormation
execute-change-set.
D. Use AWS CloudFormation create-stack then CloudFormation
update-stack.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Container has a Time based Workflow on Opportunity
which has been deactivated by their system admin.
Select which is true. Choose 2
A. All time based action will be removed from the queue as soon
as WF deactivated.
B. Time Action will be removed from the queue once Opportunity
related record is deleted
C. Time Action will be removed from the queue once Opportunity
related record i s updated
D. Time Action will be removed from the queue once we insert a
record in Opportunity.
Answer: B,C
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